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11, October, 1974

VD - Ans~er in the bag?
by Geraldine Leffner
Beginning Oct. 14 and until
the end of the month, Health
Services, headed by nurse
Marion Etten, will launch an
all-out attempt to inform
Northeastern students, faculty, and staff of the epidemic
proportions that Venereal Disease (VD), particularly gonnorrhea, has reached.
The September 20, 1974
issue of Morbidity and Morality put out by the U.S. Dept.
of Health, Education and Welfare states that there were
18,145 cases of gonnorrhea
from· the one week ending on
September 14, 12974 in the
United States alone.
Dr. Drutz, Associate Professor of Medicine and head of
t he infectious disease department at the University of
Texas H ealth Science Center
at San Antonio assert ed,
"There's a solution that's
really quite simple. Gonorrhea
is best transmitted sexually. If
men
used
condoms,
we
wouldn 't have the problem."
H e added, " More permissive
sexual attitudes and changing
pat terns of sexual behavior
also have contributed. The ·
more sexually active and experimenting an individual is,
the more likely he is to
contract venereal disease. "
A glaring problem in diagnosing the disease is that the
victims may exhibit no symptoms at all. The number of
asymptomatic women infected
runs as high as 80%.
Until recently, men believed
themselves to be safe if no
symptoms were present. This
js no longer true. New evidence

proves that up to 40% of the
males who have the disease are
also asymptomatic.
Treatment of gonorrhea also
poses a problem. Thirty five
years ago, 10,000 units of
penicillin was sufficient treatment. Over the years, gonoccicci, the gonorrhea virus, have
become increasingly resistant
to the drug, and consequently,
larger doses have been required. Today, treatment includes 4.8 million injected

units of penicillin plus an oral
drug that enables the penicillin
to be more effective in the
bloodstream for a longer period of time.
More information about gonorrhea and syphilis will be
supplied by Health Services.
The Health Service is also
equipped to give syphilis tests
and can refer anyone to a clinic
which
provides
gonorrhea
tests. Strict confidentiality of
the tests is kept.

cru111bs
,A

an u~lair reprint
I strongly object to your
second printing (Sept. 27) of
Ms. Daniel's caustic comments
vs. Dr. Farr. Her subjective
opinions such as " students
must bear on a daily basis, I
am told, much anti-U.S. rhetoric" were unfair and misleading. How can a person ridicule
another's methods after sitting
in on one lecture?
:Ur. Farr said on the first
day of class: " A small portion
of the truth is the most
insidious type of falsehood. "
His solution is to tell the whole
truth. He does explore the
varied issuf:ls of international
relations fairly -he . knocks
down American foreign)1olicy,

When Gerald F ord puts his foo t down, he really puts it down .
Now, this winter, when there isn 't any heating fuel no gas for
cars, and six per cent unemployment, we still have one positive
thing to look forward to. There will be bread.
Our President has assured us that there will be all the makings
for Whopper Buns, Hostess Twinkies, Puffed Wheat and the
Pillsbury Dough Boy. Our leader has made sure those Rooskies
won 't get our grain.
It seems t hat two shady grain dealers were going to attempt to
smuggle some 200 million bushels of wheat and com out of the
country, probably in a Chinese junk or something.
Of course, we were all supposed to be surprised by all this
subterfuge. These secret characters, who must have exchanged a
love letter or two between the Soviet Union and back regarding
the deal, couldn't possibly have contacted the State Department
or the Department of Agriculture at any time regarding the deal,
could they? Maybe it went somet hing like this: " Dear Leonard,
How would you like to buy 200 million bushels of wheat and
corn? "Signed John Q. Farmer. To which the Russians
immediately said yes. After all, why should the Russians grow
their own wheat if they can use ours. Incidentally, reports ha:ve it
that the Russians ' grain crop will reach a near-record high this
year. And it might be fair to mention that there's many other
countries that could use an injection of American wheat far more
than the reserve grain elevators the Russians were planning to
fill. And there's no ifs, ands, or buts about that.
Cries have gone out by the farmers saying this will ruin the
grain market. They say this is going to cause a tremendous
surplus of grain and that we're going to have more than three
times too much for our needs. They said that the last time the
U.S. sent grain to Russia. But none of us really minded the bread
prices jumping and the meat prices skyrocketing. Did we?
The question for the future might be whether we should stand
for the Kremlin's representitives wandering through our com
fields making under-the-table deals when it is generally agreed
they whould notify the Agriculture Department of their
intentions beforehand.
This country still has the ability to help fill the cupboards of
the world, but the American public should know to whom and for
what the resources of this country are being doled out.
So at least for the present, we are assured of Puffed Wheat
while we make plans for gas scrounging and heating problems.
Maybe President Ford will step in and make sure the oil
companies won 't screw us again this winter too. But then again,
Standard Oil's going to be Vice-President.

at times, to make the student
aware that the U.S. isn't the
" Good-Guy ". We believe ourselves to be the " Leaders of
the Free World " and the
Chosen Defenders. Dr. Farr
wants to change our false
perceptions . . .he knows that
the keys to international relations are co-operation and
mutual trust.
This is a turbulent, suffering, warring world. It is a
world heading for suicide.
There is no place for power
politics in OUR world. Dr.
Farr stresses universalistic
rather than nationalistic purpose as a solution.
Thank You,
S. P. Daly

UNI enters lottery business
UNI 's Commuter Center is
entering the " lottery business"
for seven weeks to publicize its
services. All students at UNI
are eligible to win, and they
. don't even have to buy a ticket
or fill out a form. " Five
winners will be selected, at
random , each week using the
students' ID numbers," explained Commuter Center Director Cliff Harralson. The

same prize will be given to all
winners -a $10 certificate for
merchandise _that includes two
$1.90 lunches in the Buffeteria,
$5 of merchandise ,from the
Book Nook, and one hour of
time in the game room.
The drawings start Monday,
October 14th, and each Mon-.
day thereafter until November
26. The prize is valid only in
the week in which the stu-

dent's number is drawn. Students will h'ave until Friday to
claim their prize from Joann
Power, the Recording Secretary of the Commuter Center
Board, whose office is in the
South Mezzanine.
Winning numbers can be
checked in the Print, and they
will be posted outside the
service desk, coffee shop, Book
Nook, Buffeteria, Unicorn and
in the Science Building.

·The Staff
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Th e Print . is th e cam p us
newspaper for Nort heastern Illinois
University. Published weekly, t his
paper is pa id for by stu den t f ees
a nd is large ly th e w o rk of
No rt heaste rn students . Materia l
published herei n is not t o be
co nfu sed with views expressed by
the University administration . Print
is located in E-214, phone 583-4050,
ext. 459.

•

Editor: Pat O' Brien
Manag ing Editor: Paula Levy
News Editor: Jean lkezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Wolferman
Sports Editor : Pauline Philipps
Busi ness Manager: Rita Harmata
Photo Editor : Kevin Ramon
Ca rtoonists: Margar'et Drewko, Karen Jore, Ruth Schochet
Columnists : Uni-Corn, Patricia Wexler & John Gold; Pieces, Paula
Levy ; Crumbs, Pat O' Bri en ;
Hujambo Rafiki, Marylene Whitehead

by Pat O'Brien

Staff : Al A lbert , Al Bardelas, Jeff
Clever, Estera, Hamer, Robert
• Kosinski, Gerri Leffner, M ax ine
Levey, Paul Manda, Steve Novak,
Dan Pearson, Anna Maria Pezzetta , Mary Ro bandt , Georg e
Sawyn, Miguel Sola, Goerge
Tafelski , Robin Trilling , Robert
Trahan, Doug Widowski, Nancy
Wilson, JOe Wynn
Fa culty Consultant: Ely Liebow

••

This is a small note to clarify the confusion regarding the:
article last week outlining the role of Lou Bielekowski, the:
Veterans Administration representative on campus.
:
:· :
Jimmie Ross was and still is the Coordinator of Veteran 'st
Affairs at Northeastern. Lou Bielekowski as the Vet Rep is•
• acting as a shortcut communication line for veteran-students andl
as a buffer zone for the VA's regular counselling service, such as:
disability compensa tion, house loans, trailer loans, Etc.
:
Together Bielekowski and Ross hope to give the veterans at•
• Nort heastern the best service possible.
:
T here has been an office change. Beilekowski is in B-115 from
:a.m.-4:30 p.m. every day except Thursday when his hours are:
12: 30-8 :30 p.m. Jimmie Ross is now in room B-114 which will•
• give him the extra space he has sorely needed.
:
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Parking squeeze ·t_ightens
by Doug Widowski
Anyone driving to school recognizes
the seriousness of the parking problem.
Dented fenders, being late for class,
and the time wasted.looking for a space
to park are just a few of the reasons
students need more parking facilities
on campus. Growing pressure from
residents of the UNI area add to the
woes, since they are pushing for an
ordinance to eliminate or at least limit
student parking in front of their homes . .
Students, school officials, and
residents were questioned as to what
can and is being done to help resolve
the situation.
Mark Klinghoffer was sitting in his
car, and after a few unprintable words
concerning his dilemma about finding a
parking space in "the morning offered
'his opinion. "It isn't bad in the
afternoon or evening, but in the
morning its murder. I think they
printed too many parking permits. I ·
have to park on the street sometimes."
Sandra Levine, after driving 20 miles
to UNI, was in the same predicament.
"I'm glad that I only have to .put up
with this until June. I couldn't put up
with this for another foµr years. I think
they should go up. They should build a
parking structure.''
Other students parking . in the lot
said that the university should
schedule more classes in the afternoon
and evening to thin out the number of
cars present in the morning. Also
campus police should ticket ·the number
of vehicles not having a decal.
·
While many students blame the
university for their troubles, other
students are causing residents to band
together in an effort to end student
parking on the . streets.
Clark Meyer, after parking his car on
Central Park said, "I can't afford the
sticker. The street is for the public, so I
can park on any public · street I
choose." Other students parking on the

street echoed Meyer's words. They feel
that the $6 fee for a decal is
unreasonable and that they have just
as much right to park on the street as a
resident of the area.
Students do have the right to park
on the str~et, but many are abusing the
priviledge by parking in front of fire
hydrants, driveways, and on lawns.
Residents are claiming that they can't
park in front of , their own homes after
work or returning from shopping with
heavy packages.
People questioned on the street gave
accounts of students being obnoxious
when asked to move from a driveway.
Now residents are quick to call police
to issue a ticket to the offenders.
Students are causing public opinion to
turn against them with their disregard
for others' rights.
The members of the · HollywoodNorth Park Improvement Association
Parking problems seem to be worsening, hut hope is looked for in the new parking
met last Thursday with police and
lot construction going on. [Photo by Doug Widowski]
school officials to discuss the situation.
A member of The Print staff was
driving alone to school. If they formed
Many students aren't aware that all
originally going to attend the meeting,
car pools they could save on gas, and
parking lots with the exception of the
but for some reason the Association avoid the parking problems that are
Bryn Mawr lot in front of the
decided against allowing him to be
occuring. We are studying what
classroom building will be opened to all
present. In a telephone interview
happened at Wright Junior College,
cars at 4:00 p.m. each week day and all
Monday night, Mr. Sheldon Brown,
where there is no parking on the streets
day Saturdays. No university decal will
president of the Association, gave this
from 8-4:30. This is being done to force
be required. A decal will be required at
account of what took place at that
students to park in the campus lots. As
all times in the Bryn Mawr lot. Dr. meeting.
for not allowing one of the members of
"The members decided that they will
William Lienemann urges students to
your news staff to attend the meeting,
wait until completion of the new
take advantage of this.
I don't see any reasoning behind that,
The new new · lots will help along
parking lots before taking action. The
and I don't know why that happened. I
new lots are expected to be completed
don't know anything about that. There · with the moving of the tennis courts to
provide UNI students with adequate
by November. The new lots are
will be an open meeting at 7:30 p .m.
expected to provide additional parking
parking. One lot is going to be south of
Tuesday, October 15 in the auditfor 500 cars. We also discussed the
the west parking lot, the other west of
orium. "
possibility of the CT A providing • Lt. Flood of the campus police voiced
the Science Building. As always the
transportation for students. They could
success of the new lots is determined
almost the same words as Mr. Brown
charge students with I.D.'s 25 cents to
by . the cooperation of the students.
and students. "There are too many
ride. It is estimated that 67% of the
More students will have to purchase
students in the daytime, also there are
students live within 3 miles of the
decals and · park in the lots. Only
students not taking advantage of the
free parking after 4:00 p.m. This would . through cooperation will UNI students
university. We don't believe that it's
be able to beat the Campus parking
necessary for these people to drive to
help get the cars off the street. The new
crunch.
school. We also see many students
parking lots should help considerably."

White says nonsense: Kopera says not so
1

problems that students have is
that · they don't realize how
joyful learning can be."
Kopera says that a greater
emphasis should be placed on
the "fun aspect" of learning
rather than the "hard work
aspect. ' '
"That's what I was really
talking about in the summer
learn-in article," adds Kopera.
"Getting people turned on to
being interested in learning,
being self-motivated, not depending on having a teacher
say 'learn this, this, this, and
this' and when they're finished
with that course, that subject
is done for the rest of their
representing UN 1 teachers.
to avoid. However, this organly - to vote. The ballots will
lives.' '
.
by Jeff Clever
ization even with it's strong
be distributed to eligible faculKopera claims that White' s
A Labor Movement at Unlike the Chicago Teachers
persuasive powers is not ofty members on October 11, supposition that good grades
Northeastern? We don 't hear Union, there is apparently no
ficially
recognized.
1974. The ballots must be
for the psychology courses are
vocal
·union
here.
much about labor strife but
If
the
Collective
Bargaining
returned
by
5
p.m.
on
October
easy to come by is not true.
A
number
of
teachers
belong
maybe the day is coming. The
referendum is approved, the
18. The ballot will ask for a
" If h~ would like to take our
to the American Association of
little known Council of Faculteachers will then be able to
"YES " or " NO" vote on General Psychology course, "
University
Professors
ties (COF) has approved a
system-wide collect ive bargain- say~· Kopera, " and see how
(AAUP ). 'This organization • decide who is their bargai:t?,ing
referendum vote to be taken ·on
agent.
ing. The results of the poll will easy it is to get t hat 'A ' then
has a set of standards with
Collective Bargaining.
Dr.
Angelina
Pedroso,
a
be -presented to the Board of he could do that at any time."
The Board of Governors, to which universities across the
member
of
the
(COF
),
encourGovernors at it's November
H e says that the grading
nation are expected to comply,
which t he COF is directly
ages
the
faculty
to
get
tomeeting.
The
faculties
at
all
criteria
of . the ps!chology deand
if
they
don
't
the
univerresponsible, presently recoggetper
for
meetings
to
discuss
t
he
state
universities
will
vote
partment
1s no different t~~n
,•Qiies. ~hp. C9~npiJ ~o!,,:i;;~r::ultie . si,ty W:Q~ld g~t . a c~~~ure; , ~ .
the is~ue' 1:(nd· nfost important-·· · on t he-issue.·.·-·.·--··.·. ·.:·.· •.:.·.·r tha.C,of; ;Jlly _othtILci.epJlf~IJleHt.
labef which universities ·want
as the only group officiafly
i>y Robert J: Kosinski
Differences of opinion are
not uncommon in an academic
community and such is the
case at Northeastern. Harry
White, professor of English,
indicated in a memo entitled
"The latest nonsense from the
Psychology Department," that
his feelings toward the "innovative" ideas of that Department as explained by psychology professors Tony Kopera

and Chairman Vic Dufour in
·the Center for Progr~ Development publication, The Innovator, were something less
than agreeable. The three-page
memo, which was distributed
to all faculty members, contained a series of verbal
attacks pn various statements
made by-Dufour and Kopera in
the course of their articles.
White said that Dufour's
article, Undergraduate Educa-

tion in Psychology, showed
that he "has a very limited
conception of the intellectual
life." He recounted the statement, "The notion that the
academy is a place where the
primary mission is the expansion of intellectual horizons
do~s not set well with me" as a
main basis for this analysis.
"Actually the exact opposite
is true," explains Kopera, "In
our department, what · we try

to do is make sure, an example
is the field program, that
people learn in all possible
ways, because all possible
ways are necessary."
White says that statements
made by Kopera in his article,
· A Summer Learn-in indicate
that he feels that learning is
"inherently painful.''
"That's not true," says
Kopera, "It'sjust that I think
that it's more painful than it
has to be. I thirik one of the

Teacher unionization pending
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Surveys chances

announcements
.

Mardell runs_for .Lake
Co. Supt. oLEd. position

CORRECTION-ART CLUB RAP SESSION will be held on
Thursday, October 17 at 4 :00 p.m. in Room B-133. Both Art
facul ty and students are invited.

Dr. Mardell says that . the
by Jeff Clever
these have under 500 students
Dr. Carol Mardell of the
_ 20% of the 53 are very
local school boards are very
Special Education ·Department small districts.
active and vocal. "These
if:! facing some pretty tough
"I would like to see the people are elected and spend
CORRECTION TO PASS FAIL!!!! Regardless of what you
statistics in her campaign to _ office expand it's services and long hours without pay doing
might have read, the pass/ fail option may be exercised by
be Superintendent of the to provide leadership, " Dr.
their work ; they are very
completing the appropriate forms in the Record Office during the
Educational Service Region in Mardell says. She believes the dedicated." She feels that
week of November 4 through November 8, 1974 only.
Lake County. No Democrat, present superintendent is cooperation with these local
she says, has held the position primarily adminstration orient- boards is vital to continued
. since the Civil War.
"The position I 'm running
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT is sponsoring a faculty recital
for used to be called the
on Monday, October 14th at 8:00 pm in the auditorium. The
County Superin t endent of
guest artist will be. Ki J oo Lee (violin), accompanied by William
Schools, but it is now changed
Schut t (piano ) in a program of chamber music. Admission is free.
because there was a mandate
passed by the State that every
county will not have its own
THE BIOLOGY CLUB is having its annual planning meeting
superintendent - depending
on Monday, Oct 14 at 7:15 pm in the pit of fhe Science Building.
on the size of the county. "We
Mem bers are encouraged to be there. Everyone is welcome to
never have to worry in Lake
a ttend . For more info rmation on membership and activities
County,. because we 're the
please contact Dr. Jules Lerner, S-352D.
third largest county in the
state."
Dr. Mardell says the polit iIF YOU LIVE in the Uptown Area, you may be eligible fo r
ca l b ackgroun d of L a k e
Model Cities C.C.U.O. Educa tional Schoarship fund s. For more
Co u nty is a s · n otoriou s ly
information please contact Bill Kush, Yout h Service Coordina tor
Republican as Cook County
a t Montrose UPC , 327-2 101 between 9-5, Monday t hrough
Friday .
and the City of Chicago are
D em ocra tic . "Th e re hasn ' t
been a Democrat in any (Lake)
Dr. Carol Mardel}, democratic candidate in Lake County.
TEACHERS ARE BE ING RECRUITED by the New Orleans
county office since 1935 excep t
for one year when a woman
Public Schools on Wednesday, October 16 and Thursday , October
17 between 9-4 pm. Emphasis is being place on December '74 and
won in 1970.
progress in education. "I want
ed. Administration memos are
.April '75 g raduates , as well as past graduates for teaching
" My personal view is tha t is
regularly sent out and ad- a place -where somebody would
positions. Interested candidates are invited to sign up for
wou ldn' t matter if the ministra tion meetings are arlisten to their problems more
Democrats had held it since ranged, but contact with the
interviews in the Career Services Office, or phone 583-4050, E xt.
than just listen; do somet hing
t he Civil War. Any office that local districts is largely · about it."
350 for more inform ation ..
Taking a cue from Bill
is held by one party for such a
neglected. For instance, each
Singer, Dr. Mardell has visited
lo~g time isn 't part of the teacher pays $2.00 per year as
every school board meeting in
THE CENTER FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT will
two-party system as we know part of a county fee; they
present Ms. Audrey Cohn as· guest speaker on Thursday, October
it. There is no two-party usually get back about $1.50. every district since July .
system operating there at all."
17. Ms. Cohen, the President of the· College for Human Sei:,vices
This part of an inservice fund; · "Some very good things are
happening in Lake County in New York , will speak on "The Change Game :. A Strategy for
As the title implies, this not which amounts to about $20.00
Changing Hig her Educat ion," from 2-4 pm in the North Dining
a job to be taken lightly. Very a year. The $20.00 is to be
however nobody else knows
Hall.
about it." Some programs she
stringent requirements are to
used for additional expenses.
be met in order to run for
mentioned were a type of
New innovative ideas are
learn-at-your-own-pace system
office. The School Code always being advanced in
FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS are invited to a coffee
specifies six requirements or ·education, ' and Dr. Mardell
that includes a series of books
qualifications: you must have a · feels that a lot _a re being lost.
for Charles Pastors, aldermanic candidate in the 43rd Ward , on
that don't confine a teacher to
October 15, 1974 at · 1 pm ip Room 0-006 of the Classroom
Master's Degree, a special
a special curriculum. Special
"I don't want to wait until
building.
teaching certificate issued by
papers and assignments have
something is demanded but I
been developed for the slower
the State; at least four years
want us to have original ideas
· of classroom experience and
learners. "There are all kinds
of our own. That is what we
'rHE STAGE PLAYERS of Northeastern Illinois University
twenty hours of education
of
evaluation of how the unit is
should be doing - . that makes
are pleased to announce their fall production, William Gibson 's . beyond the Master's Degree
being taught, the teacher gets
sense."
three act comedy, " Dinny and the Witches." Directed by
level. The last two specify that
fe_edback and . the kids get
The superintendent should
Durward Redd, the play opens on November 8th and runs
you must have spent two out . also serve the .needs of parents. feedback."
through November 23rd, playing Thursday, Friday, and
the last four years in a public
Dr. Mardell needs help · in
They ·should still have some
Saturday evenings in the Little Theatre at 8 :00 p .m. Admission
institution and of course, that
running her campaign; anyone
piace to go if the proper
for the show is $2.00, $1.00 for students, arid free with a UNI I.D.
you must be of good charawho wants · to pitch in is
channels have been exhausted.
card.
cter.
welcome. She ,is primarily
I'm a· parent too and· J get
While most of us hear l;lbout
interested in those who live in
frustrated and I.' know the
Lake County only when there ' feelings parents ·have. They
Lake County or those who live
U.S. - CHINA FRIENDSHIP DAY will_ be h.e ld at UNI on
is a tornado warning, it is a
near it, Stop by Rm. 4041 or ,
throw up their .arms .and say
Saturday, October 19, from 1-7 pm. There will be a bazaar, films,
large and important educationleave a message with the
nobody wiil listen to us, . who
food, and cultural programs. Free childcare will be available.
al district. It's size ranges
, secretary in 4056.
are we?
There will also be discussion on China by Chicagoans who have
frorp a district of 15,000 '
been there, from 7-9 pm. that evening. Everyone is invited!
Waukegan; to several districts
with less than five · hundred
students. "The superintendTHREE MASSES A WEEK will be celebrated in the Campus ent's office is a liason between
· Chaplains Office in the Classroom Building, Room 0-007. They
the state department of
will be at ·4 P.M. on Mondays, 12 Noon on Tuesdays, and 8 :30
schools and the local school
A.M. on Fridays. All Welcome.
districts. There are 53 in Lake
County. This means that there
are very diverse needs which
STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS will be held on October 29 . must be met by the Educational Service Region.
and 30. Anyone interested in filling one of the thirteen vacancies
Miss Cue
Little English
" The small districts need
mus t fill out a petition a vailable in 'the Sena te Office (E-205)
3305 N. Ashland
5658 W. Diversey
special services and t hat's one
above the south Dining H all. P ETITIONS MUST BE FILE D
24 TABLES
18 TAB LE S
of the things I'm interested in
BY OCTOBE R 18.
- providing those services, "
Hou se of Lords
·or. Mardell said . Furt her
Irving -Ha rlem Plaz a
evidence of the diversity is
THE TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE on October 15, will be "The
Norridge
shown in these statistics Illustrated Man ," starring Claire Bloom and Rod Steiger. The
I
20 TABL ES
' I
film will be shown at·7-:30 pm in the UN I auditorium and is freE:
t here a re 19 districts that have
under 1,000 students ; 10 of
: _
- - - - - - - - E XPIRE S NOV
o ---- - -- · __:.
to all UNI students.

a
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You don't have to be l
a hustler to play pool . :

Present this coupon and play :
for 1/3 off the hourly rate .

.

•
pieces
· make our way through the
various offices, Cooney points
with pride to a door marked
PURCHASING. "Just one
person," he informs his visitors, "handles the purchasing
for the whole organization."
The man is a lover of efficiency, an affection sometime difficult to find among government
personnel.
"I'm a medical complex
man," says Cooney. "I'm against any king of shopping
complex. . . to see this turned
into a shopping center would
kill me."
·
Not until you reach the
patients' rooms does the MTS
begin to look anything like a
hospital. Many of the patients
are bed-ridden, but some stand
around in the hall chatting.
One young woman tells us that
her months of treatment are
over and she'll be going home
in a few days. "This is the
cleanest hospital in the U.S.,"
Cooney boasts as we look back
down the spotless corridor,
"and I've got that in writing."
There are twenty doctors
working at the hospital fulltime. "For every fifty beds,"
explains Cooney," you need
fifty three nurses, plus dietary,
housekeeping and maintenance
people." The MTS treated two
hundred in-patients last year,
and only a hundred and thirty
five this year. It has a capacity
of over seven hundred.
The sanitarium is, obviously, grossly underused. Prolonged bed rest was once consider-

t

This 700 seat theater stands peaceful and undisturbed on the
MTS grounds - for now. [Photo by Kevin Ramon]

ed required treatment for tuberculosis, but since the advent of chemotherapy, many
doctors agree that people suffering from TB can be treated
just as _effectively at home
after a shorter hospital stay.
TB is simply not the prevalent
disease it was when the sanitarium was built in 1913. And
it's about time the city decided
to open up the mysterious
space between Bryn Mawr and
Peterson and Pulaski and
Central Park to the people of
Chicago.
In phasing out the MTS,

Sweden psych trip in '75
Gothenburg is Sweden's second city.
How would you like to live there in the
home of a Swedish family from
January through June of 1975 - while
you earn up to 18 hours of credits in
your program of studies at Northeastern?
On August 13, UNI's Advisory
Committee for the Program for
Interdisciplinary Education (PIE)
voted unanimously to approve the
" Human Development Project: Sweden" which makes possible such an
arrangement. "The committee is very
enthusiastic about this venture," says
Dr. Jerry B. Olson, PIE Coordinator.
Starting this month, on W ednesdays, from 4-7, there will be a 3-hour
planning course. The students will be
given some immersion in the Swedish
language and orientation on living and
studying in Sweden. Much of the time
will go into tailormaking of the
individual programs of academi c
studies that t he field of Human
Development covers.
Dr. Ruth Ellis, sponsor and major
facu lty member of the project,
explains : "The Human Development
approach is based on the idea tha t in
order to REALLY understand how
human beings function it is important
to draw upon the research and
knowledge from severa l a ca demic
disciplines (subject-matter areas): in
this case, anthropology, education,
human biology, human ecology,
psychology, and sociology. We are very
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lnSide the MTS

by Paula Levy

Chicago's Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium (MTS) has
become the hottest piece of
property in the neighborhood.
The 155 acre site just north
and west of UNI is no longer
the anonymous, leaf-enshrouded sanctuary it used to be.
Mayor Daley has cut the
facility's budget in half; . his
pal Harry Chaddick is all
ready to tear down the sixtyone year old buildings and
replace them with "Green
Acres", a shopping-highrise
complex; local citizens want to
see the land used for everything from a full-fledged hospital to an old soldiers home;
and people who never noticed
the place are suddenly wondering what the hell is in there
anyway.
The sanitarium's administration building is a solid red
brick structure standing peacefully in the midst of well-tended lawns and some of the
finest foliage this side of the
forest preserves. The atmosphere is one of subdued grandeur, despite the fact that the
seemingly marble interior is
actually just a clever paint job.-<
Thomas Cooney, the short,
pudgy, gray haired director of
the MTS, runs the operation,
including several outside clinics, with a staff of six hundred
and sixty six. Four_ hundred
and sixty one of the employees
work on the sanitarium site,
and sixty six percent of the
clinic work is done in the
sanitarium's laboratory. As we
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gratified to have the active interest in
this program of Dr. Robert Havighurst, under whose leadership the work
of the Committee on Human Development at the University of Chicago
established this inter-disciplinary approach throughout the country and the
western world. He has agreed to lecture
to the participating students several
times during the planning session, and
he may even work with our group
during the winter, if his intended
travels in Europe allow for some visits
to Gothenburg while we are there."
Credit for this course can eventually be
added on to the winter trimester
program.
During the winter semester, the
students will be conducting their
studies, which will consist of 2-3
courses of basic theory with opportunities to illuminate the t heory on-the-spot
in field work in the world-famed
Scandinavian educational and social
institution . They can earn up to a total
of 12 hours of academic credit .
Further information and signing up
for this program can be done by
contacting : P IE Office - Dr. Jerry
Olson, Coordinator of the Programs for
Interdisciplinary Edu~ation, Extension 424. Dr. Ruth Ellis, Science
Building, Room 313 D , Extension 679.
Department of Psychology Office,
Mrs. Helen Nelson, Secretary, Department of Psychology, Science Building,
Room 313 F, Extension 67 1.

however, the powers that be
must be very careful in their
choice of alternatives. One of
the stupidest things about the
Chaddick proposal is that it
completely ignores the site's
existing facilities. Besides a
fully equipped hospital, the
site now contains a cafeteria, a
greenhouse, a tin shop, a paint
shop, a rehabilitation building
where patients have been
learning woodwork, sewing
and typing, and a seven
hundred-seat theater. Similar
in style to a high school
auditorium, the theater is also

· set up for movies and has a
complete projection room. Poking around backstage, Douglas
Schroeder, Vice President of
the Chicago Chapter of the
American Institute of Architecture, comments, "It's a nice
auditorium. Not plush, but
nice. " According to Cooney,
the theater is worth at least
$400,000.
Also on the grounds is a
good-sized Catholic chapel, including stained glass windows.
"It's not used much anymore," Cooney says wistfully.
"Most of our patients now are
Baptists. ''
The MTS buildings, Schroeder reports, " are beautifully
maintained and well kept."
But the most irreplaceable
asset of the site is the grounds
themselves. You can walk
through the trees ten feet from
Peterson A venue and not
know you're in the city. There
are varieties of flora and fauna
growing on .the site that no
longer exist anywhere else in
the area. Follow one meandering path and you will discover
a small lake overhung with
weeping willows. The land is
pastoral, unreal , almost magic.
"It's a paradise, " offers one
of uniformed guards from his
post at the MTS gate. "Sometimes it 's just nice to come to
work and get away from it
all. "
Chicago
Somehow
only
could develop a plan for
pouring concrete over paradise, and call it Green Acres.

EVENING OFFICE
5 p.m. to midnight, 5 p.m. to midnight
BEGIN YOUR CAREER NOW!!!
Are you a college student who needs an income? Maybe you're
about to graduate and seek a career? Or, could be you need a job
to finance your schooling. Whatever your situation,
WE OFFER THE SOLUTION!!!
EVENING ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
($3.20 & up to start)
Learn the insurance field from a pioneer in the health insurance
industry. Your training will be challenging, exciting and personally
· rewarding. No matter what your specialty is, there's always something new to learn in the insurance industry . The Claim Adjusting,
Correspondence and Underwriting Departments are now training for
our night hours free 5 p.m . to midnight.

TYPISTS ($2.61

an hour)

Full time night work is also available for the student who has a
minimum typing speed of 50 wpm . If your funds are dwinding,
NOW is the time to see us.
BEST BENEFITS IN THE BUSINESS!
Free checking account
Comprehensive family insurance
Company
cafeteria
Regular salary reviews
Paid holidays
Sick leave program
Plenty of parking
BANKERS LIFE & CASULATY COMPANY
Personnel open weekdays, 8 AM to 8 :30 PM
4401 West Lawrence .... 545-7701
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
' ,r r
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Frazier Thomas

An old geeser speaks
to Mass Media class
1

1

by Tom Wolferman
the program so much that
Romberg Rabbit would have
when he came to Chicago, he
been
shocked.
Macintosh
used "Gar" as a basis for his
Mouse-would have dropped his
entire show. Thomas confesscheese. And Garfield Goose
es, "A lot of people didn't like
would have probably waddled
me, but liked t he goose."
to the nearest phone to call
Perhaps t hat explains why the
program's title is " Garfield
Mrs. Magillacutty. Jeeminy
Goose and Friends."
Christmas ! Frazier Thomas
said t he word " sex !"
Although Frazier Thomas
No, t he Chicago Kiddie may rate only as " a friend ," he
Show King hasn 't decided to
still exercises some very intense personal beliefs concernchange his form at, bu t he did
offer · some very outspoken ing television, the most astonishing being his extreme disopinions to John P owers' Mass
Media class last week in
taste toward Sesame Street. " I
Rooml-001 of the Classroom don't like the things that they
Building . In fact, within a do ," argues Thomas in a firm
one-hour question-answer ses- anger. "I don't like forced
sion, Frazier Thomas covered education, I don't think it's
the field of television fairly
right for children of that age.
thoroughly,
encompassing . Youngsters that age need new
commercials, censorship, edu- experiences. If they 're not
cation, cartoons, ratings, and getting A,B,C's in school eventually even sex.
then change education. I think
Strange as it may sound, every student needs the beneThomas has been conversing fit of a live instructor."
wit h a goose for 22 years now ,
In close company with
and he admits that, " at times , Thomas ' opinions on poor
he's been disgusted with his children's programming are his
profession - but not enough to concepts of what makes good
cop out. " The Garfield Goose viewing. His kiddie show philosophy is heavy on "new
concept itself was hatched in
experiences" and "travel," and
Cincinnati when Thomas cohe adds particular praise to the
emceed a show with a popular
B.B.C. for taking its young
local female personality. He
enjoyed the · kiddie portion of viewers to "Africa and all over

.
.
............................................................•.

' The University Counseling lems (crisis intervention) or
Center located in B-115 has set small problems or questions
up the following "at Large" which may be cleared up in a
schedule for the fall trimester. few minutes without requiring
Such a schedule has been that the student sign up in
, designed in order to make advance for a formal confercounseling services available ence.
all students throughout the
Students with concerns that
"'day .
will take more time to work
To accomplish this, each out are requested to have the
counselor takes his turn in receptionist arrange a conferclearing half-days throughout ence with a counselor of his
the week during which he choice at a mutually conve- • •
acce p ts no appointments. nient time.
Thus, he is free to serve
students who come to the " At Large" times run from
University Counseling Center 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. daily . .
with immediate personal probDorothy McCreery
Mo nday
9:00 - 12 :00
Den Duginske
12:00 - 3:00
Barbara Behrendt ,
9:00
12:
00
Tuesday
Carolyn Goldstein
12: 00 - 3:00
Dorothy McCreery
9: 00 - 12: 00
Wednesday
Carolyn Goldstein
12 :00 - 3:00
Carolyn Goldstein
9:00 - 12:00
Thursday
Barbara Behrendt
12:00 - 3:00
Den
Duginske
9:00 - 12:00
Friday
Barbara Behrendt
12:00 - 3:00

the world." This format is
evident on Thomas ' show over
the years , adding up to a
show-and-tell
atmosphere
which is simultaneously entertaining.
Frazier
Thomas
zipped
t hrough a wide range of other
topics, including commercial
products (" I happen to feel a
youngster has just as much
right to know about new
things as an adult has a right
to know " ); violence ("I try to
shy away -from violence in
shows which I feel was put
there for shock" ); sex. (" I like
sex as much as everybody else
but I don't
think it's a
I
Frazier Thomas, guardian of a Goose and old-fashioned
spectator's spprt to show at
childhood . [Photo by Bob Trahan]
7:00 on TV at night" ); and
even t he new TV season ("The
writing is atrocious -the plots
Sunday Family Classics seg- close of an age of . innocence.
are pure junk. " ) These are
.
ments
are edited by Thomas The Cocoa Marsh commercials,
hardly the wishy-washy comhimself,
and if you ha ve been _the lit tle theatre screen, the
ments one would expect from a
complaining
about
seeing snoring of Beuregaard Burnman who has been guarding a
"Tobor
the
Great"
for
an side's III , the Christmas antics
goose's castle for a living.
infinite
number
of
years,
let
it · of Hardrock, C~coa, and Joe,
Thomas also touched upon a
be
known
that
it
costs
up
to
and even the hot-tempered
few tidbits of trivia that are
$5,000 to run one Family rages of the crooked-crowned
rather interesting. For exClassics film.
Garfield Goose himself are all
ample, Clutch Cargo is indeed
For
those
of
us
who
were
memories
of childhood. For
filmed with live, moving
reared
and
nourished
on
GarFraizer
Thomas
didn't address
mouths (done with masks),
field
Goose,
it
seemed
rather
the
class
as
"
boys
and girls."
which makes Spinner and
sad
to
hear
Frazier
Thomas
And
he
didn't
even
mention
Paddlefoot more real than
talk to us as adults ; and in a
Romberg Rabbit.
you'd ever imagined. Also, the
st range way, it justified the

to

3340 W. Lawrence
HOURS:

Mon. - Thun.

.

10:30 AM. - ·1:00 A.M.

Fridays
Saturday.s

10:30 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.,#
11 :00 ·A.M. - 2:00 A.M. · · . //
Sundays
4:00 P.M~.- 1:00
. Deliveries start 11 :00 A.M. daily (except ~nday)

AM./_Al'' ·
o/ •

······~······················································

Want a change in your lunchtirn~ routine?
Go ,Chinese ..:.. American dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

_3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.

PHONES:

PHONES:

.463-6686-
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LlaERAL ARTS: Some problems
and some answers
by Maxine Levey
he fits into the total picture, for there
The job market is out there, waiting
are many factors that ultimately
to pounce on unprepared liberal ~rts
determine what jobs are available, and
graduates. They're unprepared in the
'
to whom.
sense that they do not know what kind
Certain jobs, for example, have been
of job they want, or what jobs are
" upgraded" in terms of qualifications
available. Whereas an accounting or
needed. "If an employer can get a
· engineering graduate has specific skills
college graduate for a certain job, he
for a particular job, the liberal arts
may say that a degree is a requirement
student has pursued a more general
for t he job, whereas in the past, _that
course of stu dy t hat emphasizes
might not have been the case,' ' says
reading and writing skills, and the
Guzicki. He also noted that other ways
ability to think, analyze and comof creating openings for college
municate.
graduates are as replacements for
''The liberal arts degree is not the
workers who retire or die, or in growth
liability," says Direc_tor of Career
areas of expanding businesses.
Services Valerie Callagher, " rather, it
The economic situation· is usually
is the person who doesn't know what
reflected in the jobs offered. The steel
he wants t o do , or only has a vague
shortage of last year meant less jobs
idea." Example of t his are, " I'd like to
for those who work in industries that
work with children. " (What exactly
use
great quantities of steel.
does the student want to do? The
· l, \{~ I jvst ~ra.ck.io.T~ci fro~ U I\)/ ~dh fk~ t . A.
"The current recession is putting
possibilities are endless: work in a day
pressure on business to spend less
care center, be a pediatrician, teacher,
~vidJ /iKe>T need a. job noL0,
money" Gallagher noted. This means
social worker, Girl Scout or Boy Scout
economizing on training programs, and
leader, or a children 's photographer. )
in -the proportions expected; rather, it
eliminating some jobs as well.
"I 'd like to work in advertising" is
"There are as many corporation
is the convenience food industry that is
"The people from the World War II
another student's goal. Advertising is a
presidents who have liberal arts
rapidly growing and has great
Baby Boom are still entering the job
general field that uses the talent of
degrees as business degrees in Who's
potential.
market,"
she
added.
Numbering
23
people in creative writing, art,
Who," Gallagher noted.
million at its peak in 1962, this age
marketing , photography, modeling,
Alan Lobb, Administrative Depart"Employment has been shifting from
group (those in their twenties and early
ment Manager for Business Manageand research.
goods production to service producthirties) is still pf formidable size,
H owever, Gallagher concedes that
tion," Guzicki notes. He sees growth in _ ment Personnel, concurs with Bava.
signifying tremendous competition for
"More important than the degree is the
nothing in a liberal arts education
areas such as trade, transportation,
attitude of the applicant." He states
makes a student really aware of where
jobs . .
public. utilities, finance, real estate and
a job may be. This emphasizes that a
"By 1980-85, there will be an
that a liberal arts degree does qualify
government services. (incidentally, the
absolute glut of college graduates,"
stud en t should st art his job search
government employs some 30% of all
stud~mts for various training programs,
when he enters college - not as he
said Guzicki, as more and more people
college graduates.)
or those management training proleaves - and have a definite goal in
elect to go to college. Two and one-half
What are the possibilities for the
grams that do not require experience in
times as many degre_e s were awarded in
mind that he is always conscious of.
college. "A job might be menial to
liberal arts graduate in the current job
the early 1970's as in the late 1960's.
. "He should investigate the different
market? First Employment Agency
start with." Lobb admits, "However, if
fields and employment opportunities
" The student should be aware of
counselor Ralph Bava says that it is
one is going to be a manager, he must
that are available," Gallagher said.
trends in living and check for
pr eferable for a graduate with a liberal
know the jobs that he is later going to
expanding industry," he advises:
Attending career seminars at UNI,
arts background to have a few business
supervise." Lobb advises students to
and visiting the Placement Office
Trend forcasters predicated that the
courses. When asked why a lot of jobs
be realistic, as average starting salaries
frequently , can make a student -aware
majority of employees would be
require "some college" he explains that
are between six and seven hundred
of what possibilities there are to choose
working less hours per week, and have
employers want future management dollars per month.
from. The Occup ational Outlook
significantly more leisure time, gener_atYou have the ability to direct the
potential. That is, if you prove yourself
ing a booming leisure industry.
Handbook, published by the Bureau of
in college, you are likely to do the same
course of your life. It takes a lot of
Labor Statistics, is an important tool,
However, most workers continue to
in a job.
work and preparation, that, wisely
for it explains the nature of many
work a five-day week, and several
spent, can pay off in a sound future.
Although a business major has the
occupations, and tells · the employment
unforseen factors - such as a shortage
most valuable degree at this time,
Remember, the day you graduate is the
outlook for the next decade.
of household help, and a significant
first day of the rest of your (working)
Bava stresses that what employers
increase in the. number of women
life.
consider paramount is a shar, flexible
"However, it is important that a
working - have altered this prediction.
person who is willing to work hard
liberal arts graduate be flexible, aware,
The leisure industry is not expanding
and adaptable," recommends Ron
Guzicki from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. In a recent Manpower
study, it was reported that 42% of
college graduates were not employed in
the regions they divide. Gove
Have you ever stopped to
the area of their major.
notice at least ONE of the is his masic. His constant
In case a new field opens up, or a job
millions of posters decorating companion on stage is 'Fella' .
to his specifications is not available, a
a canine of admitted
the halls of Northeastern?
graduate should be prepared to adapt.
mixture
of many breeds who
Hopefully,
some
of
you
have
For example, a teacher who can't find
glanced at th.e green poster frequently manages to upstage
suitable employment might consider
his master. Fella has been
with a picture of a shaggy man
working for a magazine that caters to
known to take a deep breathstarring into space. This man
children or teachers, or being a
ing yawn and a backward
is a folk singer who goes by
textbook representat ive for a publisher
glance at his performing Gove,
1Le., selling textbooks ).
·the name of "GOVE", and will
t hen retreat to the back of the
perform at Northeastern on
"Although. Chicago has the most
stage into the folds of the
Tues.
Oct.
15,
1:00
pm
in
the
varied , diversified industry of a large
curtain.
UNicorn. For identification
·metropolitan ci ty in the na tion,"
Gove·s eminent qualificapurposes, his full name is
Callagher pointed out, "it is still
tions as an entertainer come
Richard Gove Scrivenor.
possible a student won't find the job he
from his early days of ·s elling
Gove writes most everything
wants here, in which case he should be
city · directories, coffee mahe sings, which gives his songs
willing to relocate if he wants a
chines, meat and household
more believability. On stage,
particular job."
cleaning chmicals. On weekGove is a walloping impact of
She also commented that t he "law of
.
ends he performed . No one, it
blues,
soul
and
country
glued
supply and demand will never be
is contended, can relate unless
to
a
ripping
rhythm
of
wild
repealed ." In our highly technical
he has been of the people.
artistry.
His
performance
is
a
society, three out of four graduates are
Gove has, and is, and the
total involv~ment, and separspecialized in liberal arts or education.
feeling is clearly evidenced in
ating Gove from his music is
At this time, those with specialized
his songs.
like trying to separate . the
technical skills are at a premium;
· GOVE and his dog "Fella" at Longwood College.
seas ; but they're still joined by
Therefore, one must always see how

Folksinger slated for UNiearn

_______ _________________
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Karate gtoup perf0rms

huia1111bo
rafiki
. ..from.Nigeria. It is heliel'<·d to symhu/ize Unity.

by Marylene Whitehead

While_the Black Caucus and the Black Heritage Clubs reside
under the same roof (the Office Annex) and often work in
conjunction with Project Success, we attempt to make any
positive thrusts in this university beneficial to all Black students
in particular and the entire university in general.
Students from the Caucus and Heritage clubs help the
counselors man the t u taring sessions. High academic
achievement is the primary goal with any extracurricular
activities always rem aining secondary in position.
Any students needing assistance in any particular field should.
check with Ms. Sharon Sebastion or Mr. Roosevelt Gordon in the
Office Annex.
The caucus was formed to deal with any political problems
arising in the university structure. While lone students are often
ignored or mistreated, a strong body of students cannot so easily
be disregarded. The present Chairman of the Caucus is Steven
;Dortch. Anyone needing an assist from him can reach him via the
Ioffice annex portable.
The heritage deals with culture and its present Chairman is
Jeffery Hart. Under the auspice of the Heritage club, Michael
Mayberry is in the process of establishing a _C reative Workshop.
He is in search of musicians, drummers, poets, writers, singers
etc. He would also like to set up a Sewing and Tailoring session.
Payton Harrison, Pam Nance and myself have rehearsals every
Friday (and soon Tuesdays) for the gospel group.
Students interested in practicing their journalism talents are
going to have this column as their platform. Currently we are
coaching some budding writers and hope to inspire them to
release much of their creativity through the magical pen.

Seven people stepped out
onto the stage and began
stretching, skipping
rope,
bending, kicking their legs,
and doing harmless push-ups .
Within twenty minutes , they ·
had splattered wood, sliced
cement, and hammered nails
-all with their bare hands. By
then the audience realized
they'd better applaud wildly
-or else!
On October 3, Jim Marsh
took command of the UNI
auditorium along with students of the Choy Karate
Institute and put on a compelling one-hour demonstration.
Marsh, a 4th degree black belt
karate expert, directed the
It's a chop to the rear as the Taw Kwon Do artists demonstrate
exhibition,- beginning first by
the art of knocking o~ wood [Photo by Bob Trahan]
spotlighting some basic striking techniques. Students dispower one must develop in
complishments. Mistakes were
played how, by striking the
martial
arts.
.one must
made, but they only proved
face , groin, and throat with
develop speed. Speed and
how much concentration is nepunches and blocks, the body
power are proportionate. If cessary to be successful in the
indeed can become a human
you cannot trust the person
martial arts.
weapon.
you 're working with, one misKarate may have powerful
Next, various breaking techtake can break a nose or knock
and often violent results, but
niques were shown, and to a
out a few teeth. "
it is obviously an athletic art
completely spellbound audiThe most fascinating sideence, 3-inch slabs of wood were
which demands a good deal of
line of the demonstration was
split, including one by a female
grace and co-ordination. At
the fact that it was put on by
any rate, the audience seemed
student who had been studyactual students who were still
ing for . only three months.
to be wowed by the perforinvolved in the learning proSoon afterwards, Marsh himmances, and some of the
cess. As a result, the audience
front-row viewers were having
self sliced his hand through
got the opportunity of seeing
a difficult time remaining
two concrete blocks. Marsh
various phases of karate ac- calm.
explained that "it's not just

Citrus State football

THE LONGEST YARD

***

(THRE E Stars)
*eye sore ** s quirmer ***
comfortable seat
**** ·darn,
it's over

Burt Reynolds is no fruit
,

by Dan Pearson

They talrn football seriously
at Citrus State Prison. Warden
Hazen (Eddie Albert ) operates
a semi-pro team in his spare
time when he's not developing
progressive penal programs
like clearing swamps and then
refilling them with t he same
mud. His team has not won a
championship.
Into this correctional paradise strolls Paul Crewe (Burt
Reynolds) known to the fans
as the Wreaking Crewe. He
doesn 't take anything seriously but the Warden is delighted
to have Ghe once MVP in his
institution. He wants Crewe t o
· coach his t eam which is comprised of the larger of the
prison guards. Crewe refuses
on the friendly advice of the '
capt ain of the prison guards
(E d Lauter) who just happens
to coach the team at present.
"I just want to do my time
and get out", smiles the
ex-quarterback, who is in for
reckless and drunken driving,
destrucd on of. personal property, resisting arrest and applying a knee to the privates of
a patrolman. The Wa rden is
not pleased and prisoner Crewe
goes on swamp du ty.
Here he finds being a superstar has its drawbacks and
soon decides to coast instead
of clear. In return for priviledges he will organize a
tune-up game for t he guards
with the inmates. The Warden
agrees.

Crewe does not want to get
hurt. In eleven years he never
even had a hangnail so he
surrounds himself with the
biggest, meanest, freaked out
yoyos in the joint. In Citrus
~tate Prison they seem to
crawl right out of the woodwork so he doesn 't have to
look far. PROTECT YOUR
QUARTERBACK is the team
motto. He trains his team with
the help of an old New York
Giant player (Mike Conrad)
and together they are out to
mangle every rule in the book
and every guard in the game.
The day of the big game is
at hand. The Warden has
invited t h~ public and radjo

coverage is provided for the
population of the prison. Half
time festivities feature the
"girls" of Cellblock C known
locally as the Cherrios. Armed
guards are posted to prevent
any notions of escape. The four
quarters of football that follow
bear a closer resemblance to
the activities of the Roman
Coliseum than Soldier Field on
any Sunday in recent recollection.
To the Warden the game is a
display of power. He will
destroy any feelings of dignity
the team has found. He also
commands Crewe to throw the
game and give the guards a
twenty one point spread.

FALCO is coming ,

ville, Georgia with many real
life inmates they combine with
the pros to make an excellent
cast.
I must add that the hyena
cackle of Centerfold Burt does
at times appear very silly to be
coming out of his throat. From
the producer of " The Godfather " (Albert S. Ruddy) and
the director of " The Dirty
Dozen" (Robert Aldrich) and
Tracy Keenan Wynn 's screenplay there is a good two hours
of entertainment. Just enjoy
your popcorn and sit back and
listen to the Cherrios sing
" You Got To Be A Football
Hero" at least once in your
life.

Crewe was thrown out of
professional football for shaving points. This is considered
unamerican by the murderers,
rapists, con men and assorted
thieves that play on the team.
His decision, prompted by the
seventy year old water boy
with the face of a:\1 Ozark
Mountain wood carved troll , is
guaranteed satisfactory.
, The humor is as hard and
bitter as the life inside the
institution. All the excitement
and power of the game of
football is captured in this
very funny, very tough film
without once having to listen
to Howard Cosell and his
commentary. Filmed in Reids-

STARTING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18

"One of the
Best ·Movies.
of1974~

10/23 8 p.m. Auditorium

-Gene Shallt, NBC•TV

,,■AIRY

t TONTO"

Q
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A FILM BY PAUL ;,!.UURSKY

''HARRY & TONTO""'""' ART CARNEY
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- - - - - - at ,,, ese Chicagoland theatre s - - - - - -

EVANSTON 2
Evanston

HIGHLAND PARK
,.CINEMA 1
Park
Highland

EVERGREEN 1 HARLEM-CERMAK CINEMA 1
Evergreen Pk.

NORRIDGE 1
Nor ridge

) I

l

'

North Riverside

RANOHURST CINEMA
Mt. Prospect
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UNI pair in summer Broccoli Quartet
were forced to play in the dark."
However, the Broccoli charm eventually broke through to the more
influential authorities, and Mary
proudly announces that "the management board thinks their music is good
· enough for Hancock image. "
The Broccoli concept is innovative in
that it destroys that often stifling wall
between performer and audience. By .
presenting music on the street, where a
stage does not create a stuffy
barricade, a new bonc1 i.s formed: people
are communicating ., .
~ ople on a
more intima~ level. Bot11 Mary and
Mike agree that creating music at the
Mike Kiley and Mary Snyder, street musicians of the Broccoli Quartet. _
Hancock
Building--the " bridge-mix" of
[Photo by Paul Manda]
Chicago--allows them the rare opporalong with Circle Campus student Pete
tunity of having fun and relaxation,
· by Tom Wolferman
Janotta (2nd violinist) and Chicago
and simply just meeting and talking
With a brisk gust of Chicago wind,
teacher John Walters (viola). Together,
with plenty of strangers. And Mary
the John Hancock Building has been
testifies, "it really makes you feel
these people collected their instruments
known to swing and sway. Last
good!
"
and
journeyed
downtown
last
summer,
summer, Big J ohn did more than -his
Although
the Broccoli Quartet does
and
decided
the
base
of
the
John
·
share of swinging and swaying, and
not
perform
downtown for profit, they
.
Hancock
Building
was
an
ideal
place
to
although the wind velocity may have
do
accept
donations
which aid fo such
present
their
music
as
a
gift
to
been a contribu ting factor, the
staples as transportation and ocChicago.
undermining cause seems to have been
Despite the fact that Chicagoans
casional broken 1nstrument strings,
the Broccoli Quartet.
were more than willing to accept this
(one string can cost up to $30.00) .
The Broccoli Quartet is not a new
musical gift, the Broccoli Quartet did
Because of Chicago's monsoonic winds,
frozen vegetable entree from Birds-Eye,
hit a few sour notes and unpleasant
the Broccoli people devised a makeshift
but a unique mini-symphony of strings
lyrics. T he Hancock security force
method of collecting contributions
, which is bringing it s music directly to
didn 't think the Broccoli brainstorm
strictly musician-style. Coins and bills
the people. T he quartet features two
was such a festive tune. "They turned
are safely banked in an open violin case
UNI students, M ike Kiley ( 1s t
the lights off," Mary _recalls, " and we
violinist) and Mary Snyder (cello),
which is off limits even to Chicago's

wild air currents. People are often
generous, and once the Broccoli's were
confronted with a rather unusual man
who dropped a one-dollar check into
their fiddle case, and then retired for
the evening by promptly falling asleep
along the Hancock planters. Although
police towed the mystery man away,
Mike and Mary bear happy witness to
the fact that his one-dollar check <lid
not bounce.
Mozart, Scott Joplin rags,, an_d
basically classical rhythms are what the
Broccoli Quartet strings along with,
though Mary confesses that " Melancholy Baby is a biggie. " And when the
weather gets too invigorating, they
transport their sounds to weddings ,
Bar Mitzvahs, birthday parties , .
funerals, and even an occasional Beer
Fest.
When listening to Mary Snyder and
Mike Kiley rec.a ll their concerts
beneath the Hancock, it is easy to
catch the genuine delight that seems to
penetrate t heir personalities. They both
are involved with something \ they
enjoy, and are eager to share their
talent with Chicago, by bringing their
music to the streets - a true way of
reaching the people ; people who will
probably be looking forward to another
summer where the John Hancock
Building will once agaiq. swing and
sway to t he tumes of the Broccoli
Quartet.

0
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Le ·Gourmet' A look at nearby eateries
Kreplach

.

.

.

.

not just another Jump to swallow

by Tom W olferman
Commenting Connoisseurs:
Jean Ikezoe, Jeff Clever, Paula ,
Levy,
- Karen
Jore
Very few communities are ·
fortunate enough to have a
local shrine. True, Wilmette
has the B'Hai Temple; Skqkie
has Old Orchard; and Win- ·
netka has New Trier High
School (where Ann-Margret
shook her porn-porns). Yet, all
these places of worship seem
like a trip to K-Mart next to
UNI's notorious shrine: The
Hollywood Park Restaurant/
Delicatessen.
The · Hollywood Park Restaurant/ Delicatessen, our 3rd
in a series of eatery eavesdrops ,· transforms the consumer into a sojourner -for the
trip to this Bryn Mawrian
sanctuary is comparable to a
brief pilgrimmage. During
lunch hour, it is not unusual to
see local throngs flock to the
above-average, and can easily
Hollywood (3256 W. Bryn
cause a McDonald's QuarterMawr) to partake of eat and
Pounder to blush. French fries
drink from its semi-miraculous
are short and crinkled, yet
menu.
stand up to the Le Gourmet
We found the Hollywood to
crispness test. The club deluxe
have a diverse selection of
(bacon, lettuce, tomato, and
food , with enough challenging
turkey) is digestible, but_lacks
menu material to cover a · flair. (A typical lunch of
concise P.I.E. seminar. · Choic- . kreplach soup, a cheeseburger,
es range from basic deli sandfries, and drink will run to
wiches to pancakes to soups to · $2.21).
blintzes to mini-banquets. And ·
The Hollywood 's change of
all are heftily served within · pace dishes are tasty and ·
reasonable
range,
making
novel. The cheese blintzes,
UNI' s lunches look like para- , , complete with a generous
"keet portions.
mound of ' sour cream, are
The Hollywood hamburger,
enjoyable, though the .filling
though not in the range of recreates strong shades of Sara
excellent,
is,
nevert heless
Lee Cheese cake. The kishke,

RATING SYSTEM :
;_Our evaluations are based on
the Culinary Fork System of
Excellence]:

0 Prongs : A Crisco Crypt
1 Prong : Bring on t he Bromo
2 Prongs: Beats a TV Dinner
3 Prongs : Not hard to swallow
4 Prongs : Julia Child Seal of
Approval!

one of the more hard-to-describe foods, may appear
strange, but is actually very_
good. When asked to explain
what kishke was, our waitress
stuttered a bit, and reluctantly
came up with, "Well. . .it's
just kishke!" (A very obscure
way of outlining kishke is that
it tastes like a hot tamale
without the hot. (Personally, I
wouldn 't accept that equation ·
from a stranger, and would
prefer to experience it ,for
myself).
A journey to the Hollywood
is empty unless someone orders Kreplach soup. . This
sturdy little· broth, topped
with three meat-filled " dump-

,

.

were in by 2:20 -out by 2:50.
Some of the waitresses ·look
professional, and I swear I've
seen a few of them in some .
"B" movies from the thirties.
Our waitress, Harriet, wa~
kind and efficient, and we
won't hold her inability to
describe kishke against her.
The Hollywood decor is done
in early deli (hold the mayo),
lings,!' is fast becoming the
and the "obtuse-pictures of
Toast of Bryn Mawr, for
rabbis" are rather unstimulatraveling beyond the realms of
ting conversation pieces. The
"Mmm Mmm Good." One of
seating is ample, although
our commenting connosseurs,
rumor has it the noon-time •
suffering from the outbreak of
dining arrangements are about .
a pre-winter cold virus, sums
as spacious as a UNI elevator . .
up Kreplack soup most vividThough I doubt the building
ly. With a deep nasal sigh he . will ever be bronzed, the
Hollywood Park Restaurant/
exclaims, "It works better
than mentholyptus !" Along · Delicatessen is truly a com munity mecca, where the worwith the soup comes a basket
shipping of food is a sa~red
of breads and rolls , and unforendeavor.
Nevertheless,
I
tunately, the rolls . are hard
wouldn 't advise you to bounce
enough to be tossed back into
down Bry n Mawr avenue
the basket to rally two points
shouting " Hooray for Holly-and obtain a win for the home
wood. " For a local shrine, t hat
team.
· 'Service · at · Hollywood is
would
be
sacrilege.
sharp , and at times, gut sy. We
Deii Rating : 3 Prongs

/
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Well Beautiful - you've done
it again; I'm beaming.

PERSONALS
Will do typing for 75 cents per
page. Call 342-3398.
--- \

----

Chamras - 8am-2pm.' Typing
fo r thesis. Tel 267-1204.
Happy (Belated) Birthday
Captain Nemo - love your
knight in shining armor.
5 rm (2 bdrms.) Apt wanted
for clean and quiet married
couple on NW side of Chicago.
Please call 637-6589.
FOR RENT: Sublet or new
lease. 6 rooms, 3 bdrms in New
Town. $275 a month incl.
utilities. Call 528-1663 after
5pm .
The people of the Catholic
Student Center want to remind
you that their house at 5450 N.
Kimball is open for studying
typing, relaxing or rapping.
You are invited over to the
homey two-story brownstone
just two blocks from school ·
during one of your breaks
between classes, or before or
after.

but not a must. Start at $5 ~n
hr. Aries Group . - 847-7915.

Mawr and Bernard. Reward. If
found call 463-4667.

Blackhawk Hockey Games. 2
seats for 1/ 2 of the season.
$168, Call 274-3978.

Wanted - Student to distriAny interested student in
bute Chicago Internatioanl
joining the film committee 0~1
Film Festival materials during
the Con'i.muter Center Activity
late Oct. 644-3400.
Board please contact either
T.W. (alias Orson Welles or is .
it Walt Disney?) The Cobbler Robin Trilling or Felicia Sha- • Wanted - In need of a faculty
has mended my shoes and my piro in room E205Nn abo ,,e member or student to serve as
" you-know-what's" are Tide the North Dining Hall or call co-director of C!impus cam·
clean! But where are you extenlSion 376.
paign activities for Ald. Bill
keeping your Rosebud?
Singer, . Begin Oct. 1
Haley Mills
approx. to April. Salary
To Debbie,
· $100 / month plus expenses.
Dear Len,
Happiness on thy twenty
Contact David Protess, 670Congratulations on your
first everything
3112 or 386-2064.
graduation. I knew you could
M.
do it. Keep it up, big brother.
"Female Models Wanted"
Love,
Midwest
Photo Assoc. seeks
Dear Bonnie,
Your little sis
attractive
female models, 5'3,i
Smile! I love you.
Gerri
or shorter for selected fashion
Robin
studies. Salary $12-$20 per
Wanted: 2 Elton John Tickets.
. hour. No experience necessary. :
Call 332-3768, 9:00am ....: 5pm,
If interested in selling please
Dear Tom,
. call Rob, 674-8154 after 7pm.
I never dreamed I'd be daily .
going to the prom with Jesus
Christ!
To my dear lab partner Kathy,
Love,
Thanks for putting up with
Robin
me.

For Sale Kustom Bass
AMP with covers, 2 bottoms
and head, 4-15 sprs. 200
Watts. $425. 966-5597, after
6:30pm.

Housewives are you Bored?
Call Mike - "He's the best!"

Brand New fr'gn language
portable typewriters. Elec. &
Man. Fact. gar. Keyboards:
Interna.tional, Span / Eng,
Hebrew, Polish, Russian,
French, many m0re. Pete Ev's
& Wk'nds, 271-9296.
,

~ ACADEMIC .

RESEARCH
LIBRARY

foR sALE

Gerri
Lost - Please help us find
CHICO, a 7 yr. old neutered
cat (male) with green eyes and
grey and- white stripes. Hes
front paws are declawed and
he weighs approx. 12 lbs. He
was lost in the vicinity of Bryn

Antique '56 Chevy Bel-A.ir,
mint cond. everything orig.
60,000 miles. $1 ,000 or best
offer 282-5870 after 5pm.

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page

Send for your up-to-date,
Vox Essex Bass Amp with 176-page, mail order catalog
cover and stand, excellent of 5500 topics.· Enclose
condition, 2-12 inch speakers, · $1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).
966-5597, after 6pm.

jobs
Help Wanted - Attractive,
versatile women needed for
occasional photographic
modeling. Experience helpful

For

Sale

-

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
Tickets for
t..~S ANG EL.ES C.A. 9002+

• Rags Blue Jeans
$18.00
.
• Flannel Shirt
$12.00
• Wooden Buckle Belt
$13.00

.,

-

'

'

THE DIFFERENT CIRCLE
WOOD F IE LD MALL• 3401 W : LAWRE NCE AV E. 2758 W. DEVO N AVE .
RAN DH URST SHOPPIN G CEN TER IN ROT HSC HILDS • 4808 BROADWAY
CIRCLE COURT SHOPPING CE NTER
BANKAME~ICA~D, MASTE~ CHARGE, AMERICAN EXPRESS
,I,

.>

...

..
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r

...

,..
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Varsity V-Ball dump De Paul
by Pauline Philipps
Last Monday night the Women's
Intercollegiate Volleyball Team showed
their great skill against De Paul
University and won their second game
in a row. This home game had more
'spectators than some of the football
players have seen at their games. These
peop1e k new w h a t t o expec t from th e
team's past records . Last year the
women ranked lst in the Midwest

'Region and 3rd in the State. From the
~t.a~t ·they've.had this season with a 2-0
record; it seems like they're going to
rank 1st throughout.
Northeastern won over De Paul in a
total of 5 minutes and 40 seconds
playing time with scores of 15-3, 15-2,
15-3. The UNI team had quite an
advantage over De Paul as it was

obvious our team was quite talented
working together while De Paul · Ka th Y Schmidtke, Debbie Korcyl and
has plenty oflearning to do with their
Ka thY Crismyre.
sk ills. D e P a u l played a go od
Next week the team will be traveling
game as well as t hey could but they - to Conco rdia College on Thursday then
lost 3 graduating seniors from last year
on to Illinois S t ate on Friday. The next •
home game is going to be played on
which held them at a disadvantage.
Tuesday ' October 29 at 7 p ·m · aga1·nst
Playing in this weeks game were Sue
George Williams College. Hope to see
Rickel, Linda Harty, Betty Rouse,- you there.

,..,................................................................................................................\ .
: Hear Ye, Hear ye. All Physical riness ). This game wasn't quite as good
it Education Majors or those contemplat- · . as the first game because they were
: ing becoming PE majors are urged to: . playing a weaker team. It was an easY.
: attend a meeting of the Physical· win for our team. It also appeared that
: Education Majors Club. This meeting _ the efs had quite a day between the
it- will be held Monday, October 14 a t 3 two games. Total team fouls for our
p.m. in S-102. Any other information team were 30 as compared to 12 for
needed could be directed to the _Michigan. The goalie, Dale Stempel,
sponsors, Dr. Gerald Butler or Ms. did his job keeping the ball ou t of his
: Dolores Petty.
little black box, making some really
• Saturday, October 5 while most of great blocks. The final score was 12-8
i you were just crawling out of bed the with Al Alverez, Jim Carney, Bob
tuNI Water Polo team was playing Delaney and Dale Stempel each scoring

,
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:
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The Physical Side
by P auline Philipps
"the best game of the season so far."
The t eam played their hardest against
the Univen,ity of Michigan at Ann
. Arbor. They were winning continously
up until the last quarter when
Michigan zoomed up from behind
winning the game 15-11. Sure, we lost
the game but it was said our team "lost
with dignity".
The second game of the day was
· against University of Michigan (Wolve-

~

2 goals. Steve Huber,

Mike Blau(
Mark P ostilion and Mike Pyne are all
credited with 1 apiece.

There's two home games coming up
next week. The first is against .
Northern, Wednesday at 4:30. Then at
5 p.m. on Friday afternoon the water
polo team will be up agaihst Michigan
State University. The team really .
enjoys seeing spectators at the games

'

HIDDEN COVE
OPEN AT 11 am. daily

r·
-------------------~
I
·
-

_ _ . _11

I

I
I
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.

FREE - 1 Pitcher beer with med . pizza
F REE - 2 Pitchers beer with lge. pizza
50¢ OFF - any luncheon order

-

.

I
I

I

I
I
.I

~------------------~

Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday _
& Thursday, Unescorted Females, S4 a Drink.

LOUNG E-PUB

5338 N. Lincoln Ave.
. 784-9638

•
•
Softball season hasn't started yet but the preparations- are being made now . •
•
Any women who are planning on trying out for the Women's Intercollegiate •
•
(fast pitch) softball team should sign up with Betty Meyer before October 18 . •
••
Freshman and Sophomores are especially wanted.
•
:-

Hockey team readies

OPEN FOR LUNCH

COUPON

, ,tr

Annou.ncing the 1974-75 Porn Porn Girls. Front low left to right Tsitsas, Cheri Julius [capt], Avis Waters. Middle row - Cathy Knizse, Libby :
Zazove, Maria Penaherrera. Back row - Laura Betti, Marcia Walkers, Chris -tr
Wiesniewski. Not pictured Carol Rout. [Photo by Kevin Ramon]
-tr

by Larry Brittan
Already in progress, since September 24,
try-outs for varsity hockey team have been
taking place, headed by coach Ray Biondo and
assisted by Mike Dunn, who also serves as
trainer/ manager. Try-ou t and practice sessions
for prospective team members will be held at
Ballard Ice Arena in Niles. It's a modern, well
lit facility which has a capacity of just under
300. It's located on Ballard and Cumberland, 4
blocks west of Milwaukee and 4 blocks north of
Dempster.
This year 35 men are trying out of these
10-14 will be cut. This will leave a team of about
· 21-25 men. Mike Dunn told this reporter the
· team will consist of 3 lines. Included is their fine
goalie Art Rasak and his future back-up. There
will be 6 defensemen, 6 wingers, 6 centers and 2
goalies. The remaining and necessary substitutes round out the team.
'
Coach Biondo will be stressing the basics of
hockey. Last year UNI's poor record of 16 wins
· and 24 losses was partly due to losses suffered
from fundamental mistakes that were made.
However this record is deceiving. Biondo took
control. of the team midseason and in~pired
them to a 10-8 record in the last half.
Las~ year's teani was comprised of a good
penetrating offense but they had a leaky
defense except for the courageous goalie. This
year's team will again be offense-oriented but a
vastly improved defense will be seen as Biondo
works on teamwork, timing, and puck-handling,
all things e_ssent_ial in a tight defense.

· Returning letterman Scott Pete~son (center/ right wing) who joined the team in the second
half of last season, attributed UNI's poor record
to "A loose defense despite a good offense."
Pete Apostal, another returning letterman, will
provide some valuable experience on defense
and at center. Other returning lettermen are
Marc Breen, Jack Hesoshi, Bob Hessberger,
Jeff Kadonga, Armen Ouzounian, Jack Peglini,
Mike Setze, and Emil Twardowski.
According to Dunn this year's team will be
more rowdy, as he says , "We're a bigger,
tougher, more physical team than was last
year's. We're looking forward to this season."
The general attitude of the players I talked to is
of inspiring optimism: however fans are needed
to support a deserving team who promise to
make things more exciting for those who
venture out to Ballard Ice Arena in Niles.
Baring injuries, Northeastern's Golden
Eagles will greatly improve upon last year's
record. Take it from Pete Apostal, "Games will
be more exciting and we'll be playing a better
brand o,f hockey. We'll win more! Come out to
support the team; they're a bunch of confident,
hustling, inspired young men. Come to Ballard
and see all the rousing action." Peterson
assures you of a spitired game. "If you want to
see the' boards rattle, come and see us knock
them around."
The first home game is a t Ra11::: ~--i on
'. Saturday, October 26. The Gold
, -.,~[,,,, will
'. play against Illinois State Univer
" I • a. m .
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X-Country runs, can't
by Al Albert

On Saturday, Oct ober 12,
Northeastern's Cross Country
team will be among the 8-team
field competing for the title in
the 2nd annual Judson College
" Homecoming" Invitational.
It will be a big meet for the
Golden Eagles, who last year
· captured the 2nd place trophy,
barely losing the team title to
St . Francis College of Joliet.
The meet will also mark the
first time in 3 weeks th,_at
Northeastern's entire 7-man
squad has run together. Hindered by injuries and other
mishaps, the Eagles competed
poorly in a pair of meets last
·week, .despite some good individual efforts.
Last Tuesday, October 1,
just 5 runners were able to
make the trip to Kankakee for
the dual meet against Olivet
Nazarene College. The shortage of runners, proved to hurt
: Northeastern, who had beate:.1
' Olivet earlier in the season.
When the race ended a pair of

Olivet runners had cro, sed the
finish line 1-2, but th Eagles
_b attled back bravely as Oennis
Xanos, Al Albert , Don Orzeske, and Mike Ilczyszyn
captured places 3 through 6
respectively.
Unfortunately
however, things quickly turned
from good to bad as the line of
Eagle runners was followed by
a string of Olivet runners, and
Northeastern's 5th man, Ellis
Casie didn 't come in until 11th
place. When t he places were
added the final score · read;
Olivet 27, Northeastern 29.
The annual Aurora Spartan
Invitational was held on the
windy morning of Saturday,
October 5. Again, Northeastern was only able to field a 5
man team. This put the Eagles
at a disadvantage, and the
best they could salvage was a
10th place finish in the 15
t eam :::nect. '\forth ·Park College
;von the team tit le with Aurora
t aking second. Individual winner of the 4 mile race was Jeff
Jones of North Park, who was

ca'.teh ·Olivet
'

"·

timed in 21 :02. Places and
times for Northeastern 's runners were: Xanos 32nd in
22 :32 , Albert 36th in 22 :44,
Orzeske 46th in 23:12, Dunn-.
ing 51st in 23 :21 and Casie
88th in 27:08.
Through the first 6 ' meets
for the season, Orzeske and
Albert are the only 2 Golden
Eagle runners who have competed in every meet. However,
-2 strong races by Xanos, last
week proved he has recovered
from an early season injury,
and as the season progresses,
Ilczyszyn, Dunning, and Casie
continue to show improvement.
Also , Saturday 's expected
return of junior Bob J ost, who
has missed 4 meets in a row,
should help the team. So a
team "reunion" on Sat urday,
should provide incenti~e as the
Eagles make an attempt to
add to Northeastern's trophy
case.

Cross Country runner, Denny Xanos, setting the pace in a recent
meet. Photo by Kevin Ramon.

Eagles slammed 28-10 - many penalties
by Miguel Sola

We held them to their lowest
offensive output of the season.
Their fans , and some of their
players conceded that we outhit them most of the game.
Their "flawless" offense turned
the ball over 5 times and we
blocked one of their ·punt s yet
the final score was 28-10 in
favor of · Illinois Benedictine
College.
I will give credit to Benedictine, a well coached powerhouse that according to the
" experts" around school, was
supposed to have beaten our
outfit by at least 50-0. But you
can ask any of the fans that
showed up to the game, played
in Lyle, the difference between
victory and defeat, was due to
" positively the worse refereeing I have ever witnesses in
my life," said head coach Dan
Lanno.
Yes, they TOOK two touchdowns away from our offense
and gave IBC one. I
honestly can say that they did
not clearly earn even one
TD, without the help of bad
calls, and I don't mean bad, I
mean "homer" calls. I t got so
bad that aft er an obvious clip,
when Tommy Robinson went
to ask him why, that same ref
told him to f---off!
The refereeing was so poor
that they actually started the .
play without having the chains .
(down markers) ready. At any
rate, after a scoreless 1st
quarter, they scored first and
we came back; Lou Aloma
was doing a · great job of
tearing the defense apart,
when he suffered a bloody nose
that put him out of action.
Ollchwier came in at QB , and
even though we got a field goal
out of J ohn Klus, the momentum had been halted.
With less t han 2 minutes
k~t , to pl,1y before the half,

IBC scored again, aided
by ridiculous penalties and
very poor open field tackling
by our defensive sec<_m dary.
The halftime score was l f3.
Finally the Northeastern 's
cent er Tom Klein decided that
he'd had ei{ough for the

afternoon, so as an IBC player
grabbed his facemask while he
was ·o n the ground, Tom
proceeded to beat the devil out
• of him. Both benches emptied, and th~ refs made sure
that they stayed away from
the UNI players. The action

IJOC~
by Jose "Tendons" Moscovitz

The world of sports is often not so rosy as it seems. As one
who has experienced both the thrill of victory and the agony of
defeat , I have learned, the hard way, t hat the latter is most
definitely the worser of the t wo. Thus, my recent decision to
change my major from physical education to journalism after
three hard years of work in the former field was, understandably,
one of the hardest things in my life (the decision, I mean).
What, may you ask, could turn a virile young American male
like me away from the seemingly rosy world of sports? What, you
may ask, could equal the thrill of a grand slam in the ninth, a
slam dunk in overtime, a blocked field goal with seconds left, an
accidental bump into the head cheerleader? And what, (ask you
may!) is the substitute for the wild cheers of the fans , aroused to
a near-animal frenzy by the sight of gracefully executed play?
Well, these are all good questions! And my only reply would be
to say that the world of sports, which may seem rosy to you, is
actually not that rosy.
Perhaps it was the under-the table payments, the favoritism
shown in distributing the swim trunks, the slippery tile in the
showers, the constant pressure to give 110 percent. Or perhaps it
was the inconvenience of the jockstraps, the color of the helmets,
the sweat, the hamstring pulls, the ceaseless sadism of the
coaches, the constant and itching torment of athlete's foot.
Perhaps it was a combination of all of t}:lese, a wild melange of all
the products of the do-anything-to-win spirit which infests the
very fabric of our deteriorating society. Who knows? All I know
is that it isn't very rosy.
As one who has experienced the wonderful, masculine
comaraderie of Turkish-towel snapping in the locker room, I
know there is also a happy side to sports. I will always fondly
remember those fun-loving practical jokes--the glueing of
sneakers to the floor, the substituting of turpentine for
deoderant, the cherry bombs in the toilets. The wild, yet subdued
All-American atmosphere at our post-victory debauches. All this
will remain with me as I tackle my new role as a journalist.
But · make no mistake, I have stripped off my rose-colored
glasses fo rever. I intend to report t he world of sports as it really
is - the highs and lows, the ups and t he downs , t he miracles and
the manure.
Starting nex t week, I intend to give 110 percent in my efforts
· to expose the Porn Porn Girls, under_the gangland leadership of
Ms. Guzik.

resumed and Jerry Ollchwier
scored on a 2 yd bootleg, and
the final score was 28-10.
As a closing comment, I was
very dissappointed that we
lost this contest. But here is a
team, that is only in its 5th
year of existence, that practices under the most adverse
conditions with no home field,
and only 38 players in our first
year as an N.A.I.A team going
against a t eam that has been
nationally ranked in the last · 2
years. I t • h as ov er 70

players, andis number 1 in total
offense, in state schools. Yet
we held them to ,their lowest
output of the season, and had
it not been for "homer" calls
we would have beaten them.
Lets hope next year we can
play them in OUR homecoming, a t OUR own field with
impartial ref§.
The next game will be this
Saturday against the University of Chicago at their home
field at 55th and Cottage
Grove, hope to see you there.

Skier Sale
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Down Jacket's
Mens, Ladies

NORTHEASTERN T-SHIRTS $2.95
BATA JCE SKATES, Mens, Ladies Reg. $24.00
NOW $13.95
TENNIS RACQUETS - 20%

·s~i 'Racquet
3417 W. Bryn -Mawr

One Block Away

539-0338.

We ·print on anything_
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